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From Norman Scarth, Associate of the Article 6 Group,
Address at end.

To: WHOM IT SHOULD CONCERN
The criminality of ‘Doctor’ Tegwyn Williams, his cronies & accomplices is
breathtaking. Shysters & shrinks, in collusion, reach depths of depravity beyond
the comprehension of normal human beings. Drunk with power, protecting each
other, they believe themselves to be untouchable.
A WORD OF WARNING
from Lord Denning, rated (by some) as the finest judge of the 20th century. In his
book ‘WHAT NEXT IN THE LAW’ he wrote about ‘Abuse of Power’.
“ Whoever may be guilty of abuse of power, be it Government, State,
Employer, Trade Union or whoever, the law must provide a speedy remedy.
Otherwise the victims will find their own remedy. There will be anarchy.”
A most important warning to the nation,
but one which is ignored by those who so abuse their power.
In 1930s Germany the Nazis thought they were untouchable, as did the Nicolai
Ceausescu in Rumania. They were mistaken. There was a price to pay in the end.
THERE WILL BE AGAIN - & it may be nearer than you think! British people,
slow to see the corruption which is rampant in the courts
(& THE COUNTRY)
are beginning to wake up.
BEWARE THE FURY OF A PATIENT NATION.
23 doctors were arraigned at Nuremberg. 16 were convicted, 7 were hung. Others
committed suicide. Your nefarious activities are being recorded, & will be
remembered. Is there one among you – lawyer or psychiatrist - with conscience &
courage enough to do what you ought, release Maurice Kirk, & cease your criminal
activities? If not I fear for the future - & you should too!
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